Saccharomyces cerevisiae plasma membrane nutrient sensors and their role in PKA signaling.
The ability to elicit a fast intracellular signal leading to an adaptive response is crucial for the survival of microorganisms in response to changing environmental conditions. Therefore, in order to sense changes in nutrient availability, the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae has evolved three different classes of nutrient-sensing proteins acting at the plasma membrane: G protein-coupled receptors or classical receptor proteins, which detect the presence of certain nutrients and activate signal transduction in association with a G protein; nontransporting transceptors, i.e. nutrient carrier homologues with only a receptor function, previously called nutrient sensors; and transporting transceptors, i.e. active nutrient carriers that combine the functions of a nutrient transporter and receptor. Here, we provide an updated overview of the proteins involved in sensing nutrients for rapid activation of the protein kinase A pathway, which belong to the first and the third category, and we also provide a comparison with the best-known examples of the second category, the nontransporting transceptors, which control the expression of the regular transporters for the nutrient sensed by these proteins.